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In this perspective article, we propose an interdisciplinary research agenda that
addresses citizen science approaches embedded in civic tech initiatives and
citizen sensing scenarios. The proposed agenda builds on the multi-level
perspective framework (Geels, 2004; Geels, 2019) to inform research on how
such ‘niche innovations’ like citizen sensing become mainstreamed in broader
socio-technical systems and modes of governance. To support research across
use case scenarios and make analyses more comparable internationally, we
identify three core areas of interdisciplinary future research and practice
development: 1) uses of co-creation methods to develop project objectives
and align stakeholders; 2) designs of interfaces for gathering, communicating,
and archiving civic data for different types of users; and 3) modeling impact
pathways of individual projects that include civic tech activists and citizen
scientists, academic researchers, journalists, and policymakers. For impact
pathways, we highlight the importance of collaborations with data-driven
approaches in journalism.
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1 Introduction

Citizen science has been a growing global approach to include non-experts in the creation of
scientific knowledge. It is employed in diverse fields covering different types of activity, e.g., as an
outreach strategy of public research institutions, as a form of collective environmental monitoring
[e.g., in urban spaces (Longo et al., 2020) or radioactivity after the Fukushima disaster in 2011
(Brown et al., 2016)], or by crowdsourcing labor-intensive, repetitive scientific tasks (Raddick
et al., 2013). In their extensive overview of citizen science definitions, Haklay et al. (2021)mention
core elements such as “the generation of scientific data,” being based on “(engaging) volunteers
over a large area,” and “(addressing) a politically relevant issue” (Haklay et al., 2021: 14). The
authors admit that there are tensions between “descriptive, instrumental, and normative
elements” in many definitions (Ibid. 22), which poses “an inherent challenge in providing an
exhaustive definition of citizen science” (Ibid. 14).

These tensions highlight that collaborative knowledge creation in citizen science differs from
established methods of academic research and science communication. Citizen science
approaches often seek to involve (and also empower) citizens in the scientific understanding
of social, environmental, and political issues. In this perspective article, we propose an
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interdisciplinary research agenda that targets citizen science approaches
employed in certain types of civic tech projects (Schrock, 2019; Harrell,
2020), and in particular, in citizen sensing projects, i.e., the
crowdsourced collection of environmental data through citizens
(D’Ignazio and Zuckerman, 2017; Coulson et al., 2021). Based on
the established multi-level perspective framework (Geels, 2004, 2019),
we consider civic tech and citizen sensing approaches as ‘niche
innovations’ which seek to affect and change broader socio-technical
regimes, e.g., science, local governance, or democratic culture.

Civic tech and citizen sensing projects show elements of citizen
science, yet often are deliberately developed as activist and political
interventions. They often involve the development of platforms or
technologies that make civic data collections available for multiple uses,
e.g., strengthening local knowledge, informing policy, or fostering reuse
through journalistic media. Civic data, in this study, are defined as any
data—whether original or derivative and whether provided by public
authorities or through civic tech projects—“providing citizens means
and knowledge to act upon (. . .) local pressing environmental issues
affecting them and future generations” (Hamm, 2022: 13). Because the
conditions of the stakeholders, available resources, and scope of civic
tech and citizen sensing projects can vary greatly in practice, we propose
a comparative analytical framework that addresses common elements
across typical stages of such projects: 1) co-creation methods for the
identification and alignment of stakeholders; 2) data interface designs
for different types of uses (and users); and 3)models of impact pathways
for mainstreaming civic tech and citizen sensing approaches through
affiliations with policy, journalism, or local governance. The article will
draw on illustrative examples from local and global civic tech and citizen
sensing initiatives. Section 2 presents definitions of key concepts, and
Section 3 presents the three core elements of the research agenda.

2 Civic tech, digital civics, and citizen
sensing as niche innovations

Niche innovations are defined by Geels (2004) as “‘incubation
rooms for radical novelties.” They can be “small market niches” or
“locations where it is possible to deviate from the rules in the existing
regime” (2004: 912). Civic tech and citizen sensing are examples of
such niches. From the perspective of activists, civic tech is a
heterogenous, global movement, which seeks to critique, build,
and use digital technologies for civic purposes. It encompasses
such diverse practices as prototyping new data platforms or
lobbying for open software and transparent platform governance
(e.g., through institutions like the Open Knowledge Foundation,
Mozilla Foundation, and Wikimedia Foundation).

However, Schrock (2019) cautions that civic tech is difficult to
define only as an activist movement since it covers a range of practices
that seek to “humanize technology and integrate it within systems of
governance to improve social conditions” (127). Civic tech often
exhibits an interventionist (or “hacker”) ethos that “situates
administrative reforms as participation” (128), using technological
interventions as an instrument of reform and instance of critique of
public digital solutions. Inwhat Schrock calls “technical pluralism,” civic
tech interventions are always political, combining hacking practices and
technological development as well as community organizing (129).
Civic tech activists seek to “open up space between government and
community, changing the political system as a whole” (131) with a

broad and inclusive understanding of (digital) public goods. For theUS-
American context, CydHarrell defines civic tech as “a loosely integrated
movement that brings the strengths of the private-sector tech world (its
people, methods, or actual technology) to public entities with the aim of
making government more responsive, efficient, modern, andmore just”
(Harrell, 2020: 17).

Recently, civic tech has contributed to the design-led discourse and
practice of “digital civics”. Using “design as democratic inquiry”
(DiSalvo, 2022), digital civics interventions “create relationships in
participatory experiences between public officials and citizens based
on mutual learning, empowerment, and co-creation” (Corbett et al.,
2018: 9). They are often initiated by designers, activists, and researchers
to address social and political inequalities affecting local communities.
The approach is often participatory, experimental, and co-creative and
uses technological designs as iterative contributions to broader
processes of bottom–up “infrastructuring” (Le Dantec, 2016; Le
Dantec, 2019). Importantly, digital civics “(aims) to support citizens
becoming agents of democracy with and through technologies and in
dialogue with the institutions that can actualize public will”
(Vlachokyriakos et al., 2016: 2). In the context of smart city
developments, for example, civic tech activists are a “political
pioneer community” for creating responsive and sustainable civic
infrastructures (Bieber, 2018: 190). These interventions allow citizens
to assume varying roles and degrees of involvement (Przeybilovicz et al.,
2022) to foster “collaborative city-making” (de Lange and de Waal,
2019).

Civic tech and digital civics converge with citizen science approaches
in the growing field of projects around citizen sensing. This development
can be attributed to the availability of low-cost, easy-to-use sensing
devices for measuring environmental conditions as well as the
widespread use of mobile, digital media in everyday lives of citizens
(Goodchild, 2007; Gabrys, 2014; Gabrys, 2019; Coulson et al., 2021).
Using smartphone apps, data platforms, or other (often self-built)
technologies, citizens are invited to contribute to knowledge creation.
Citizen sensing allows, to a certain degree, a “democratization of data” on
environmental conditions (Coulson et al., 2021: 2) by employing citizen
science principles to the communal collection and interpretation of data.
Academics and practitioners in this field regard citizen sensing as a
“modality of citizenship that emerges through interaction with
computational sensing technologies used for environmental
monitoring and feedback” (Gabrys, 2014: 32). Citizen sensing
projects introduce new communal and data-driven practices that
could “complement institutional monitoring of risks” (Suman and
Anna, 2018: 260.) and are interesting from a research perspective
because they link citizen empowerment with technological
innovations to policy development.

Given the fair recency of many of these approaches, though,
D’Ignazio and Zuckerman caution that “the world of science,
journalism and communities using environmental data and sensors
is a messy one” (D’Ignazio and Zuckerman, 2017: 201). Recurrent
concerns about the impact of citizen science and civic tech projects
relate to the quality of data, citizens’ skills and competences to work
together, to political biases in project designs, andmissing opportunities
for trainings (Callaghan et al., 2019; Strobl et al., 2019; Stylinski et al.,
2020). Balancing civic, journalistic, or scientific goals often results in
collecting only “good enough data” (Gabrys et al., 2016). We propose to
assess citizen sensing projects at different stages from the perspectives of
design, implementation, and legacy and impact (Coulson et al., 2021).
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On a design level, the use of co-creation methods for multi-stakeholder
alignment contributes to a project’s development of objectives and
desired outcomes. On an implementation level, interfaces for making
data and knowledge available for different types of users can broaden a
project’s relevance and reach. On a legacy and impact level, different
pathways can involve researchers and journalists, policymakers, or non-
governmental organizations to contribute to local capacity-building
through experimentation (Brynskov et al., 2018). In the following
sections, we will briefly outline each of these elements that
contribute to understanding the processes of mainstreaming civic
tech and citizen sensing approaches.

3 Future research agenda: co-creation
methods, data interfaces, and impact
pathways

3.1 Co-creation methods for stakeholder
alignment

The development of sensing scenarios, identification of empirical
approaches, and the possible design of appropriate equipment often
take place in a co-creative and transdisciplinary effort involving
designers, citizens, researchers, municipal actors, or even
policymakers. To achieve concrete “ramifications” (Hamm, 2022;
Shibuya et al., 2022) for civic tech and citizen sensing projects
beyond their runtime, the design of co-creation methods needs to
include dedicated communication channels from the ideation to the
implementation phase. As Hecker and Taddicken show in their
framework and typology of citizen science projects, researchers’ roles
are challenged in co-creative arrangements, where communication on
very different levels changes traditional and professional norms of
science communication (Hecker and Taddicken, 2022). For example,
in the Japanese project Safecast, social media was used to maintain
multi-stakeholder communication and recruit engaged citizens (Hamm
et al., 2021). Examples like theNEWSERAproject also demonstrate that
the interests of citizens and journalists may differ widely and need to be
aligned through mutual learning, co-creating possible outputs from a
project rather than only communicating its outcome. Inclusive designs
of co-creation methods are a core challenge, especially for target groups
not accustomed to assuming public speaker roles (Paleco et al., 2021).

3.2 Data interfaces

Citizen sensing projects are centrally concerned with different
forms of data work and thus need to consider the different stages of
data throughout a project’s life cycle. In each stage, the “data
setting,” as Loukissas has coined it (Loukissas, 2019), is always
“local”: data are generated and interpreted by the involved
stakeholders, serving their different purposes. Designing
interfaces for these different stages and purposes is crucial for
achieving a project’s legacy and impact. We identify three levels
of interface design that need consideration in research and practice.

3.2.1 Interfaces for data collection
The design of inclusive, understandable, and reliable interfaces

of data collection (through manual inputs, semi-automatic data

mining, or sensing and detection kits) is a technical core challenge,
implemented by technical experts. Low-cost sensor kits have
flourished, especially in the domain of air quality/noise
monitoring, yet setting up kits still relies on considerable
technical expertise. Interfaces for data collection can also be
included in websites and smartphone apps, e.g., by making use of
native GPS sensors for metadata collection. Data collection can also
simply use interfaces and features of social media platforms to share
photos that are automatically analyzed (Cervone et al., 2016).
Contributions from citizens can also be delegated to free apps
that are already on the market, e.g., PIRIKA, which features an
app to improve cleanliness of urban spaces. Although, in principle,
such apps are publicly accessible, we have to ask who is contributing
data to a project and who is excluded from it. It is important to
understand not just the technical reasons, lack of skills, or
knowledge but also the social and systemic ones that create
biases for the resulting data and knowledge.

3.2.2 Interfaces for output and communication
The output and communication level of interfaces needs to be

attuned to the needs and competences of designated target
audiences. Here, it can be useful to seek collaborations with
interface and information designers, as well as data journalists.
Collaborating for the output and public communication of civic
tech and citizen sensing projects can also raise conflicts, particularly
when complex datasets are visually simplified. Activists, journalists,
scientists, and policymakers may apply different standards for the
data they need. Activists often tend to underline their political
agenda with visualization or “counter mapping” techniques
(Bowe, Simmons, and Mattern, 2020; Hamm, 2020), whereas
scientists rather visualize the complexity (and ambiguity) of
phenomena (Marx, 2013). Prior work has emphasized that
interface design also needs to consider different types of users
and provide export formats for later uses of the data in different
contexts (Shibuya et al., 2021; Vornhagen et al., 2021; Young et al.,
2021). Such demands are not easy to fulfill by civic tech initiatives
themselves, where resources and time for the design of interfaces are
often rather limited.

One popular interface for exploring civic tech data is data
dashboards, which can be used to address local issues through
interactive data analysis, policy advice, and real-time monitoring
(Williams, 2020; Goodwin et al., 2021). Depending on the use case,
dashboards can have various underlying epistemologies built into
their architecture and interface, which may not be obvious for
citizens or lay audiences (Sadowski, 2021; Vornhagen et al., 2021;
Young et al., 2021). Interfaces for public outreach and
communication (e.g., dashboards, data maps, or websites) need
to embed accessible graphic designs and can also use data-driven
narrative forms, e.g., scrollytelling journalism that combines a focus
on data and narrative form in an intuitive user interface. Interfaces
can also highlight the community-driven nature of data collection,
e.g., maps by the global Sensor.Community for tracking air pollution
(sensor.community). In Japan, a community-developed COVID-19
dashboard visualized crowd-sourced, daily updated information
about critical pandemic-related indicators (e.g., local COVID-19
testing of positive cases and hospital bed occupancy rates). In
Taiwan, mask maps were developed by civic tech initiatives,
allowing citizens to check on mask inventory levels in their
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neighboring areas to mitigate mask panic-buying behaviors
(Shibuya et al., 2022). Whether as a map, a dashboard, or a data
repository, each output form enables and limits subsequent uses of
data, shaping the impact of a project.

3.2.3 Interfaces embedding data standards
Civic tech projects tend to focus on the collection and

communication of case-specific data rather than using established
metadata frameworks, which would allow data from different cases
to be comparable and fulfill scientific quality standards. Open-
source repositories for software scripts (such as GitHub), the
global civic tech field guide platform (https://civictech.guide), or
open-data collections (such as Zenodo) need to be considered from a
project design perspective to enable capacity-building and
transferability of methods between use cases and projects.
Standardizing data collection procedures (e.g., for monitoring
uses of public spaces or environmental conditions) can be
achieved by employing metadata standards formulated in Public
Participation in Scientific Research (PPSR Core) by the Citizen
Science Association (CSA) or employing FAIR principles to enhance
the findability and reusability of data assets (Wilkinson et al., 2016).
Researchers can help translate standards into the practice of citizen-
oriented projects.

3.3 Impact pathways for mainstreaming civic
tech and citizen sensing

Collaborations between civic tech activists, researchers, citizens,
journalists, and policymakers signal new ways in which research
contributes to tangible outcomes for society, especially in social
sciences and humanities. From a research policy perspective, new
collaborative arrangements between researchers and society are
studied as “impact pathways” (Muhonen et al., 2019). In civic tech
and citizen sensing projects, convergence and synergies arise between
scientific, journalistic, and activist practices of knowledge production,
enabling new kinds of data collection, fostering community-building,
and creating new modalities of public engagement. Impact pathways
and other multidimensional models of impact assessment (Passani
et al., 2022) show how civic tech and citizen sensing approaches can be
mainstreamed from niche innovations to contribute to changes in
existing socio-technical regimes, e.g., in governance, education, or
journalism (Geels, 2019).

Baack has argued that “civic technologies can be described as
alternative ways of fulfilling functions traditionally described as
“journalistic”” (Baack, 2015: 7), and differences between activist
facilitator roles and journalistic gatekeeper roles often need to be
negotiated in practice (Baack, 2018: 680). The close affinity between
citizen-sensing projects and data journalism creates new impact
pathways, although conservative interpretations of data journalism
still prevail in practice (Beiler, Irmer, and Breda, 2020; Morini,
2023). For example, in the project “Unser Wasser” (Our Water), the
German public broadcaster ARD collected citizen-sensed data about
the decline of water bodies during the drought in Germany in
2022 and provided an interactive and informative data map co-
developed with scientists. Journalistic routines remain focused on
informing rather than engaging citizens (Appelgren and Jönsson,
2021). Online participatory journalism often remains under the

control of journalists (Engelke, 2019), and new forms of
crowdsourcing knowledge are still limited in scope (Aitamurto,
2016). Data journalists regard their work as contributing to
public debates, e.g., by interpreting abstract data through
visualizations (Boyles and Meyer, 2016; cf. Stalph and Heravi,
2021). When the sources of data journalism are based on civic
data, new challenges emerge between the objectives of community
empowerment and the commercial use of data by media outlets
(Morini, Dörk, and Appelgren, 2022).

4 Outlook: mainstreaming citizen
sensing

Civic tech and citizen sensing projects are often driven by engaged
volunteers, community organizers, and/or researchers. The impact of
such projects, though, often remains quite limited if they fail to
contribute to local capacity-building or building institutional
frameworks of participation that ensure their legacy (Cerratto
Pargman et al., 2019). We suggest that a focus on co-creation
methodologies, data interfaces throughout a project’s lifecycle, and
impact pathways are crucial elements and stages in such projects.
The proposed research agenda seeks to facilitate knowledge
exchange around such projects as well as offer an agenda for
comparative, international research that addresses mechanisms and
obstacles of mainstreaming citizen sensing. Lastly but crucially, we
regard it as essential that questions of equity and inclusiveness of co-
creation processes in civic tech and citizen sensing interventions (Paleco
et al., 2021) will become much more central to such an agenda as niche
innovations confront larger socio-technical regimes. Which actors
contribute to such projects? How are marginalized groups addressed
and engaged? Which issues of public concern lend themselves better to
citizen sensing approaches than others? What organizational and
occupational factors (e.g., in civic tech or journalism) can foster or
impede the uptake of civic tech and citizen sensing approaches? These
are some central questions this research agenda addresses for future
research to pluralize inclusive understanding of knowledge creation,
research impact, and civic empowerment.
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